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If you appreciate the content of ISO 50001, then you come to realize that...
ISO 50001 is not at all particular about the "certification".
ISO 50001 is particular about "Improving your energy performance"
It strongly recommends to take the essence rather than formality.
So, what is the “essence”?
It is to ensure adding value to your business and its
sustainability by improving energy performance in
your operation.
So then, exactly what is ISO 50001 requiring?
Nothing. It is to promote the mission that each organization has:
"Sustainable business development" through achieving the
energy performance improvement objectives and targets, as a
result of implementing the energy management system in line
with the business operation. This is ISO 50001's aim and hope.
So then, how do you proceed with the ISO 50001 EnMS operation?
Top management must lead, appointing influential management representative
"person responsible for energy management (PRF) or EnMS champion", to run an
aggressive EnMS operation with all people involved under the effective EnMS
structure.
However, the operation requiring all people's involvement with a proper teamwork
requires adequate documentation to ensure people sharing common information and
knowledge.
In EnMS operation, without proper documents, actions are vulnerable.
Did you know there is such a handy document at your service?
● It is ready to use ISO 50001 compatible charter
document for EnMS operation.
● “PRF (EnMS Champion)” is the document author.
● The document is written around an actual business
entity thus powerful in reality.
● It an ideal reference document in structuring and
establishing ISO 50001 EnMS operation.
● It is provided in the "word-format" so that you can
creatively add, delete, revise and alter to your
organization specifics to come up with your own
charter document that is much more superior than the
original one.
● And provided that the document structure is
maintained, you are always ready for ISO 50001.
certification audit.

12 Key documents essential for ISO 50001 compatible EnMS operation
The 12 key documents offered are made based on an actual business entity and so it is
powerful and real. At the same time, the contents are flexible in the nature that can be
applied to any industry, factory and commercial building.
In creating the 12 key documents, the top management, PRE (EnMS champion), CEM
and legal& administration manager are responsible.
...and of course any person involved in EnMS operation must read these documents.

Have these 12 key documents on your line up, ensuring effective EnMS operation
Effective document
management
guideline enables
easier writing,
easier reading and
thus ensures
friendly documents.

You are taken to the
attractive world of energy
monitoring. With this
document, your monitoring
proposal is approved.
Through the defined
procedures, it is a guideline
document to motivate
continuous improvement
action and the best practice.
The guideline to
ensure all necessary
information is
available for all
workers.
Supply chain
management is
critical for
business
development. The
same is for
energy
management. The
document implies
it is as important
to form a team
work with our
suppliers as to
form a team work
with our clients in
EnMS operation.
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EnMS operation could not get
started without this energy
review report. Through the
energy audit, monitoring and
operational investigations,
you will discover energy
performance improvement
opportunities, a touching
experience.
A plan to implement items
recommended in the energy
review report, with objectives
*3
and quantitative targets
committed for EnMS operation.
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Training is highlighted as
part of action plan. You are
taken to the world of
creative competence
building world through
EnMS operation.

*2

Audit process to
verify energy
performance
improvement is
introduced. EnMS
audit imposes how
to handle the risk
about energy
performance
improvement not
properly evaluated
since the know-how
is with the energy
users not with
auditors.

In response to "All 12 documents at economical price" we offer "all 12 in one" at 180.00 USD
For ordering, please visit 、www.enms-doc.com
Voice from document owners:
Reading the documents, I realize that there are no equal documents among
university books. I've found documents about Energy Management but are all
too generic or too technical. Your documents are exactly in the middle...
Luca, university graduate, Italy

There are many ISO 50001 related documents in the market but I
think your document providing solution for energy users in creating
document for EnMS activities complying to ISO 50001 and the local
regulations is the first in Japan. Mr. K.I. Company I, PRE
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We have documents
also in Japanese.

